Adventures of Faith – September 2020
“And he said, How can I, except some man should guide me? And He desired Philip that he would come up and sit
with him.” – Acts 8:31
As a result of our Bible lesson distribution on July 29, Gilmar contacted me and said, “We need a Bible.” We later learned that Gilmar
and Ceçilia had conversed on that very morning their need for a Bible. After receiving a Bible lesson that afternoon from Samuel,
they messaged us and we visited their home. They were amazed that God sent them a preacher with a Bible the very same day!
Gilmar and Ceçilia were not from our city or state and were only here because of work. We also learned that
Gilmar was saved at the beginning of the Pandemic, but because all churches were closed, he had no one to talk
to about his salvation or to help him grow. He immediately started visiting the services in our home as we
started preparing discipleship material. Gilmar and Cecilia were a great encouragement to our ministry because
they received the Word of God, not as the word of men, but as it is in truth, the Word of God. They needed to
grow and overcome many things in their lives, but were excited and soaked up all that we gave them from the
Bible. Unfortunately, we only had a month to make a difference in their lives, as his job took them from our
city. On August 24, they visited our home for the last time and sorrowfully we said goodbye. (Pictured with
Brian and Jessica.) With a heart for the people of Brazil, this was tearfully difficult. I can’t reach everyone,
but for those that happily receive the Word of God, I wish we had more time to help them.
There are still many difficulties living in Brazil, but one blessing is to evangelize people whose hearts are not
hardened to the Gospel. Typically, and resulting from our evangelism, we receive no less than three calls a
week from people wanting to visit our church or needing a Bible. This presents weekly opportunities to clearly
give the Gospel in new homes and their families. Likewise, Juliana and her mom Silvana contacted us. It was
a poor home, and we visited the night before Juliana’s 13th birthday. That Bible was her Birthday present.
With a glowing smile, she excitedly received the Bible, listened to the Gospel, and wants to visit our church.
We have a personal prayer request for Jahaziel. He is pictured giving a
Bible lesson to a man on a horse and has willingly helped our family labor here in Brazil. At
the beginning of August, after having difficulties using his prosthetic and walking, we took him
to the hospital in our state’s capital. Two weeks later, they referred us back to the doctors in the
U.S. and believe he will need another surgery. We are still unsure what he needs, but at this time
he cannot use a prosthetic and is relying on crutches. Things are very difficult during the
coronavirus pandemic and we are considering sending Jahaziel and Jessica back for two to three
months.
Lastly, we hope this will be the final update concerning the purchase of the church property. We praise the Lord for blessing and
giving us the desires of our hearts. To date, we have already received $39,000 of the $55,000 needed to purchase the property.
Also, Birdford Baptist Church in Glennville, GA has scheduled a mission’s trip to help us remodel/reconstruct the house into a church
immediately after we purchase the property. And lastly, we have purchased an electric piano for the church and have already received
money for 50+ chairs for seating inside the church. We are SOOO close! We only need $16,000 more to purchase the property.
Please help us pray as we seek the Lord’s provisions for this new church!
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